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The years 2005-06 were epochal 
in many ways for Mumbai’s urban 
landscape. These were the years when 
the remaining vestiges of city’s textile 
past were allowed to be obliterated 
one after the other. The greatest 
casualty of the frenzy to transmogrify 
Mumbai’s erstwhile mill heartland into 
a glistening business hub was the city’s 
right to affordable housing. The irony 
is hard to miss when one considers 
the fact that the advocates of mill land 
sale were most emphatic about how 
throwing open 600 acres of land in 
Girangaon would generate abundant 
housing thereby easing the pressure on  
property prices. 

These land parcels were leased to 
the mill owners more than a century 
ago at a negligible sum. After the 
mills were declared sick in the years 
following the textile strike, the state 
government paved the way for sale 
of land belonging both to the private 
owners as well as the National Textile 
Corporation (NTC). If anything, the 
mill land sale proved cataclysmic to 
Mumbai’s housing market crippling it 
in every possible way. As part of the 
original mill land sharing agreement, 
the Maharashtra Housing and Area 
Development Authority (MHADA) was 
to get 200 acres of land for creation of 
housing for the retrenched mill workers 
and the general public. However a 
sleight of hand by the state government 
effectively reduced the housing board’s 
share to less than a fifth of its due share i. 
This manipulation cost the city its rightful 
share of affordable public housing and 

left just enough land for constructing 
houses for less than 10,000 of the total 
1.70 lakh odd mill workers’ families. 

It was in 2005 that the NTC sold its 
five mill land parcels at record rates to 
realty majors such as DLF, Indiabulls, 
Lodha and Kohinoor group. After the 
eye-popping rates at which the plots 
were snapped up, the only way projects 
on these lands could be made viable 
was by getting the government to tweak 
floor space index norms and using it 
to construct super-luxury residences, 
commercial complexes and malls. But 
that is another story. 

The deals triggered a cascading effect 
jacking property prices across Mumbai 
and its peripheral regions. According 
to the real estate research agency 
Liases Foras, between 2001 and 2005, 
Mumbai’s realty prices grew by only 
eight per cent year-on-year. Post 2005 
however the annual price increase has 
been 21 per cent even as the increase 
in annual income has been only 11 per 
cent. As per the agency, matters have 
been made worse by the fact that post 
2005, a total of Rs 48,820 crore has 
come by way of FDI into the Indian 
realty market (in addition to domestic 
funds), 40 per cent of which was 
infused into Mumbai’s realty market 
alone. The average per square foot rate 
for a house in the Mumbai Metropolitan 
Region, which was Rs 2,600 prior to 
the mill-land deals, was catapulted 
by almost 400 per cent to Rs 11,154 
per sq ft over the next seven years. 
The speculative pricing has seen the 
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average cost of a house within Mumbai 
itself (Colaba to Dahisar/Mulund) spiral 
to a prohibitively high Rs 2.7 crore ii. 
As per the latest economic survey of 
Maharashtra, the per capita annual 
income in Mumbai is Rs 1.41 lakh; this 
means that it will take anywhere about 
100-200 years for an average person 
to cover the cost of buying a house 
in Mumbaiiii. Mumbai’s residential 
market which was once financed by 
actual proceeds of sales to end-users 
degenerated into an investors’ market 
post 2005-06. The flurry of investor 
activity in turn has led to a flux in the 
creation of super-luxury housing. 

The meteoric spurt in prices has stuck 
at the very ability of the layperson 
to buy a house in the city. Official 
property registration figures over the 
past decade show that sale of homes 
in Mumbai had hit a peak in 2005 iv. It 
was the year when the housing market 
was most efficient, with 89,843 houses 
being sold that year.  In an indictment 
of the skyrocketing rate at which realty 

prices have soared since then as also 
the heavy investor presence, property 
registrations (the best indicator of home 
sales to end user) have plummeted 
each year thereafter with only 63,501 
homes being registered in 2011. This is 
a sharp 30 per cent decrease despite 
a manifold increase in number of 
residential projects in recent years. 

The sky-high rates have driven people 
to peripheral areas such as Kalyan-
Dombivli, Vasai-Virar and Mira-
Bhayander. In fact, figures released by 
the census directorate earlier this year 
shows that of the 35 districts in the state, 
the South Mumbai belt is the only one 
to have actually witnessed a decline in 
number of households between 2001 
and 2011 even as nearby districts such 
as Raigad and Thane have registered 
exponential population growth in this 
period v. The data also points fingers 
towards the high investor presence and 
even higher prices as it shows that as 
many as 4.79 lakh houses are lying 
vacant in Mumbai.

i Amendment to Development Control Regulation (DCR) Section 58 
(1991) and Section 58 (1) (2001)
ii Data compiled by real estate research agency Liases Foras
iii Economic Survey of Maharashtra (2010-11), Department of Economics 

and Statistics, Planning Department (Government of Maharashtra)
iv Department of registrations and stamps (Government of Maharashtra)
v Director of Census Operations, Maharashtra
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